
teknion expansion cityline ez



Inspired by the definitive patterns of the urban landscape, Cityline EZ is based 
on the concept of planning for a workplace as diverse and dynamic as a modern 
city. Like the public and private places where city dwellers work and play, 
Cityline EZ offers a highly active setting that allows people to dock, divide and 
define space as desired. Cityline EZ’s unique design employs a beam framework 
that maximizes office connectivity. The beam serves both as a structural spine 
and as an avenue for data and power to and through work and social zones across 
the office. A dynamic program of accessories and screens enables people to work 
efficiently and effectively, while also creating a destination and a distinct work 
culture.
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Expansion Cityline EZ offers a versatile fence 
solution able to create applications from simple power 
distribution to multifunctional workstations. As a 
freestanding structure, the fence features a distinctive 
design with a light, elevated look.

When used with the Upper Structure, it allows for space 
division up to 66 inches high while maintaining a sense 
of openness. Storage and accessories, such as shelves, 
book displays and planter boxes install on the Upper 
Structure for built-in vertical functionality.
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The Upper Structure’s unique A-Frame integrates with 
the beam and leg, accommodating space division at both
seated and standing height privacy. Lift & Drop tiles 
personalize the workspace and define function with

an assortment of materials including felt, glass, metal, 
wood, fabric and whiteboard. A complete offering of 
screens mount on the fence or worksurface, bringing a 
mix of heights and aesthetics to a work environment.
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As a power distribution fence, the Expansion Cityline EZ beam integrates 
with Teknion’s height-adjustable hiSpace and Navigate tables, allowing 
alternate configurations that serve performance, comfort and well-being. 
Suspended storage secures personal belongings and also allows users to 
charge their phones. 
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In addition to creating fixed workstations, the Expansion 
Cityline EZ fence offers a choice of two different heights 
that can be used alone, with Add-on Screens or the 
Upper Structure with Lift & Drop tiles and accessories 
to achieve variable degrees of space division. Utilization 

of the Upper Structure with the media center and 
whiteboards creates an activity-based zone in open plan 
settings, while workstations are dressed with storage and 
screens for individual functionality
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low height fence

height: 457mm
width: 1400mm - 2000mm

standard height fence

height: 711mm
width: 1400mm - 2000mm

fence with add-on screens

height: 1100mm, 1300mm, 1450mm
width: 1400mm - 2000mm

fence with upper structure

height: 1450mm, 1677mm
width: 1400mm - 2000mm


